Abstract
Digital maximalism is a sophisticated methodology that makes borderless expression with most and greatest rich digital formative languages through impromptu and free deconstruction and without any preset style or framework.
Digital maximalism simply rejects structuralism that perceives and analyzes art through certain laws and methods, or as a whole, or minimalism that aims at the smallest, the minimum, and deindividuation. The esthetics of digital maximalism breaks out of the prejudices and fixed ideas granted by a model and rather sets great store by inaccuracy, complexity, ambiguity, playfulness, dynamism, and dramatic and delirious sentiment, emphasizing flamboyant and luxurious decorations and colors.
Digital maximalism shows a borderless aspect through collaboration in various genres, media, and products with flowery silhouettes, plant patterns, computer-created graphic language, and uniquely feminine and romantic taste. The purpose of the study lies in making a theoretical and esthetic examination of digital maximalism with clear 'regressive' and 'borderless' orientations such as Neo-Rococo, Neo-Baroque, and Retro Art Nouveau under the influence of Neo-Postmodernism, and building a basis for diversified experiment and creation. The research has come up with the understanding that digital maximalism, without territory, formless, and borderless, has become deformé (deformed) as follows. Digital maximalism is characterized by a) extreme borderlessness with encyclopedic expansion throughout wide-ranging areas and knowledge, b) deconstructionist borderlessness that transcends space and time through deconstruction in différance, dissemination, repetition and margins, and c) composite borderlessness with mutual coexistence and fusion regardless of genre, medium, product, and style. Problems with digital maximalism include the dysfunctional predomination of a product by extremely repetitious and avant-garde self-expression and excessive decoration and the unrecognizability in minimization. With regard to digital maximalism, a graphic designer needs solid personality and a challenging and experimenting spirit that doesn't fear trials and errors. 
